WIRING-TRANSMISSION: (TRANS_CTRL)

1 Harnesses found in Module 248 (WIRING-TRANSMISSION).
2 120 OHM J1939 Backbone Terminating Resistor IS within the TCM at this location.

The Meter Cluster receives Current Gear for Display via J1939 Messages.

PTO Function is Reserved for RDS Vocational Models with /O Package. 371 Only.

For proper operation, Input/Output Functions must be defined in the TCM calibration. See the Allison Guide, /O Guide, and /O Function Definitions.
(-001) - VEHICLES WITH ECO MODE SWITCH
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UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, DIMENSIONS
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THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY TO DAIMLER TRUCKS
NORTH AMERICA LLC (DTNA) AND SHALL NOT BE COPIED, REPRODUCED, DISCLOSED, PUBLISHED,
OR USED FOR ANY PURPOSE WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN PERMISSION OF DTNA.
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(-002) - VEHICLES WITH PTO